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dinosaurs living descendants chinas spectacular feathered fossils have finally answered the century old question about 
the ancestors of todays birds the bible gives us a framework for explaining dinosaurs in terms of thousands of years of 
history including the mystery of when they lived and what happened to them Birds of Stone: Chinese Avian Fossils 
from the Age of Dinosaurs: 

0 of 0 review helpful Awesome By William A Ladd The pictures are many and high quality The subject matter is 
never before seen dinosaur era earliest birds and dinosaur precursors Details include feathers and even soft tissue 
outlines Incredible stuff 0 of 0 review helpful Indespensible book for those interestsed in the subject By surfcity A 
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world took notice These Mesozoic masterpieces are between 120 and 131 million years old and reveal incredible 
details that capture the diversity of ancient bird life Paleontologists all over the world began to collaborate with 
Chinese colleagues as new and wondrous fossil related discoveries became regular events The pages of National 
Geographic and major scienti Recommendation A well illustrated overview of these fossils Recommended Choice 
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